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A brilliant summer of cricketing
success!
A

fter months without
competitive school sport,
KEGS sport resumed with the
very welcome beginning of the
cricket season. KEGS cricketers
have gone on to secure some
great wins this season and John
Davies reports here on the teams’
results and successes
MESSSA COMPETITION
KEGS Year 9s were first into
action, with a 4 run win in the
final over against Brentwood
School in the MESSSA competition. Next up were the Y10 team in Essex Cup action against Felsted.
KEGS won the toss and captain Rishabh Upadhyay hit a blistering 136 from only 74 balls to set Felsted a
daunting target of 185. Felsted started strongly, but Nathan Savage picked up 3 crucial wickets to give
KEGS a 20 run victory.
In the first games at Bedford Fields, KEGS took on Great Baddow. In an epic game the Year 7s were
tied at 101 runs each, and the Year 9s continued their fine form with an 8 wicket win. The Year 8 team
starting their season, also taking on Great Baddow, won by 50 runs.
ESSEX CUP OPENING ROUNDS
In the Essex Cup both the Year 9 & 10 teams faced a tough draw against local rivals New Hall. The
Year 10s, thanks to a strong bowling performance and 76* from Upadhyay, managed to a 6 wicket win.
The Year 9 team’s spin duo of Alex MacSween and Zak Patel kept the New Hall total just below 100,
and an assured 45* from Aarav Salil saw them to the win.
In their Essex Cup opener the Year 8s faced Westcliff, and with the game in the balance and Westcliff’s
bowlers on top, Rufus Miller came into bat and managed an unbeaten 23* to guide the team home.
Year 10 also faced Westcliff in their Essex Cup Quarter final, and early wickets from Will Dunleavey,
Nathan Savage and James MacCallum got KEGS off to a great start before the Westcliff lower order
bounced. 3 timely late wickets from Tom Bowerman to bowl out the hosts, left KEGS a challenging
chase of 101 to win. A superb knock from Upadhyay, supported by Liam Gibney and MacCallum, saw
KEGS home with 5 overs to spare and through to the semi-finals.
The Year 9s continued their progress in
the county cup against Southend. A
century stand between Harry Morgan
(78*) and Adhvaith Badhrinath (43) setting
up the win.

King Edward VI Grammar
School
Broomfield Road
CHELMSFORD
CM1 3SX
www.kegs.org.uk
Phone: 01245 353510
E-mail: office@kegs.org.uk

FELSTED ANNUAL FIXTURE
The Year 7 & 8 sides then travelled to
Felsted for our annual fixture and enjoyed
two keenly contested games, with Felsted
winning both. The Y8 game in particular
was a thriller with KEGS agonisingly falling
just 2 runs short of victory.
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A brilliant summer of cricketing success /cont’d
The Year 8s were able to bounce back the very next day in Essex Cup action against William Edwards School. KEGS scoring
102/5 from their 16 overs, before securing a 52 run win. KEGS then backed this up with a 40 run victory in the MESSSA
competition against Brentwood.
ESSEX CUP QUARTER & SEMI FINALS
In the Essex Cup Semi Final KEGS faced a strong Brentwood side. The host’s openers batted well scoring half centuries each,
before KEGS managed to stem the flow of runs leaving them a challenging target of 158 to win. KEGS started in blistering fashion
scoring 17 from the first 2 overs, before the rain came and play had to be postponed. When the game was resumed the following
week, KEGS couldn’t quite capture their form from previously and lost a cluster if early wickets, before a late flurry of runs from
Dunleavy, Alexei Antoniou and Hritik Kapoor. KEGS were however to fall well short of Brentwood’s score, who then went on to
win the final later that afternoon.
In their County Cup quarter final the Year 9 travelled to Felsted. KEGS won the toss and elected to field, a strong performance in
the field kept the hosts to 109. Harry Morgan then steered KEGS to victory with a great 50, KEGS winning with 3 balls to spare.
KEGS year 8 team looked to emulate their year 9 & 10 counterparts in their quarter final match against Southend. With the game
in the balance and Southend ahead of the required run rate. Aarya Thomas produced a game-changing spell of 4 overs 5 wickets
for only 5 runs to give KEGS a 30 run victory.
Both the Year 8 & 9 teams look forward to an Essex finals day in September – Well done to all involved!!
PRESIDENT’S DAY – OLD CHELMSFORDIANS
PRESIDENT’S XI VS KEGS 1ST XI
Sunday 27 June saw the annual fixture of Old Chelmsfordian’s
President’s XI vs KEGS 1st XI. The home side won the toss
and elected to bat. KEGS produced a strong bowling
performance (Matt Bowerman 3-7, Tom Gibney 2-15 & Matt
France 3-29) and at one stage the hosts were 78-8. A last
wicket partnership left KEGS chasing 130 to win.
Opening batsman Jonny Evans produced a fluent innings top
scoring with 61, before Luke Wilson (38*) saw the team
home, giving KEGS a 6 wicket victory and winning back the
President’s shield.
KEGS 1ST XI VS THE MCC
Buoyed by their success on President’s Day, KEGS 1st XI entered the annual fixture aginast the MCC in confident mood. KEGS
won the toss and decided to try and make the most of the overcast condition by electing to field.
KEGS opening pair of Anish Gupta & Tom Gibney started well, limiting the runs from the first few overs. Anish claiming an early
wicket to leave the visitors 13 for 1. The MCC batsmen
then showed their class with the Ellaby and Roy both scoring
fluent half centuries. KEGS stuck to their task and took 6
late wickets - Will Dale (2-36) and Fin Baker (2-33)
impressing with some accurate bowling before Gibney
returned to take two wickets in two balls in the final over
giving him impressive figures of 2-21 from his 8 overs. The
MCC finished on 195-7 from their allotted 40 overs.
The mood was that the target was a challenge, but that it was
within reach. However, an excellent spell of bowling from
the MCC’s fast opening bowling pair took 4 early wickets.
KEGS middle order tried to up the run rate – but on a tricky
pitch and slow outfield KEGS couldn’t quite recover, and fell
short of the target 9 wickets down, Baker top scored with 34
– and was awarded the MCC spirit of cricket award for his
perfromances throughout the match.
Despite being on the wrong end of the result it was a
fantastic opportunity for the KEGS cricketers to test their skills against a fine opposition and with the majority of the side in year
12 they will look to return stronger next year.
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The day KEGS took on the West Indies - and won

I

n 2006, 35 KEGS cricketers from Years 9 and 10, and four members of staff including Mr Harding and Mr Worrall, crossed the Atlantic
for KEGS’ first ever Barbados cricket tour. On its 15th anniversary, Mr Worrall looks back at this momentous occasion when our team took
on some of the West Indies’ finest players, and won!
It was a tour two years in the making, and many of the students had taken up
jobs to pay for it, or had all their Christmas and birthday presents money
towards the tour. It was a big deal. Two weeks under the Caribbean sun,
playing cricket against the best that Barbados had to offer. Two weeks taking
care of themselves in self-catering apartments around a swimming pool, a short
walk from the beach. Moreover, these were 14 and 15 year olds, not sixth
formers.
Our first fixture was against St Catherine’s school, and the boys discovered the
quality of Bajan cricket. Karim Currency knocked 110 off 88 balls as we slumped
to an 80-run defeat. Heads were bloodied but unbowed. We played a club
called “Isolation”, stuck in the middle of the island, and learned just how fast you
have to move to get the covers on in that part of the world. We beat the prestigious Alexandra School by one run. However,
the best game of the tour came right at the end.
Wanderers Cricket Club was founded in 1877 and had a similar clubhouse to
many you would see here. Photos of teams long gone adorned the
walls. Newspaper articles, now crinkled and faded, were pinned to the
noticeboards about famous former team members. There was a bar (of course)
and old men playing dominos and drinking beer while watching the cricket.
We had already played this team once and, due to a miscommunication with the
tour company, we had played a team too young to pose many difficulties to an
under-15 side. We were lucky to be able to arrange a second fixture with them,
as another match had been called off due to rain earlier in the week. They
would not be so kind to us with team selection this time! It was the last game of
the tour and we had to get all the players who hadn’t yet played enough cricket a
game, so it wasn’t our strongest side by any means. We lost the toss and they
opted to bat first, as they always do in the Caribbean. Pitches have about 10 overs of life, and then are slow and low for the rest
of the match.
Michael Morey and Harry Hodges opened the bowling and we had them 23-3 as their captain strode out to bat, joining a player
who looked tiny, but who had top scored in our previous match. We were bullish about our chances. Then the number five
struck the ball beautifully through the covers for a magnificent four first ball, and we began to worry. He was looking dangerously
good and, as I found out later, had scored 150 against another school a couple of days before. The next ball came in from Morey;
he drove again but this time away from his body and it was a touch short. It rocketed past the ear of Dominic Elvin at gully. He
put his hand in the way and somehow, the ball stuck. The team went mad – it was a phenomenal catch and is recorded in the
scorebook with two exclamation marks. Kraigg Brathwaite, who is now the captain of the West Indies, was c Elvin b Morey for
5. The smaller player at the other end was Shai Hope, one day to score back to back, unbeaten centuries against England in
2017. He top scored for them with 42 (Elvin involved this time as the bowler) but we managed to restrict them overall to 143-7
from 35 overs, significantly less than we had scored in every match to that point.
At 72-1 we were cruising and were starry-eyed with our own success. Then came a batting collapse (where have I heard that
before?) and suddenly at 117-7 it was not looking good. Two players who had not scored runs all tour, Chirag Patel and Matt
Jobson, were our last hope. Through some beautiful (and sometimes lucky) strokeplay they took us home, with KEGS winning by
3 wickets and an over to spare.
In all the matches I have umpired and led, this was the
best and I can still remember almost every part of it. The
players involved are now about 30 but still post about the
game whenever Braithwaite and Hope are batting well
against England. Thank goodness, their friend Jason
Holder (former West Indies captain) wasn’t able to play as
well.
We would have been touring this summer with a similar
age group. Perhaps we will soon be able to go again. It
really is the most wonderful experience and you never
know when you might play against a future superstar or
two – and beat them.

When current West Indies captain Kraigg Brathwaite and batsman Shai Hope were caught out by
KEGS’ Dominic Elvin & Jaimin Patel
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From the Chair of Governors
MARY TURNER

A

s everyone knows, the last year has presented exceptional challenges for the whole school community and I would like to
thank parents for the ways in which you have enabled and encouraged students to remain enthusiastic about their studies in
these difficult times. Attendance at both online and face to face classes has been very high and without the pleasurable
interruptions of trips, performances and matches there has been more than sufficient time to cover the complete curriculum
although I realise that some practical experiences have been curtailed. I am aware that because of limitations imposed by
‘bubbles’ and staggered times for lunch, there have been fewer extracurricular activities than usual but I have been delighted that
many of these have been resumed in the latter part of term.
As Chair of Governors I am sure that parents will want to join me in thanking all the staff for the ways in which they have
cheerfully adapted to the constraints the pandemic has necessitated. Many had to work and deliver lessons from home while
supporting the learning of their own children. Throughout the year teachers have not had their ‘own’ rooms so that students
could stay in one area and this has meant that they have had to transport everything needed for a lesson to different parts of the
school. They have had less support from colleagues as there have been more break and lunch time duties and no common social
time to meet others. The responsibility of rigorous assessment for GCSE and A level awards has been an added strain at a time
when most are very aware of trying to help students engage appropriately socially as this has been the aspect of life which has
suffered most. Even bidding farewell to colleagues who have left during the year, or who will leave at the end of term, has had to
be acknowledged on an individual basis. Health and safety duties, cleaning and catering tasks have all had to be increased to
ensure that the virus had as few opportunities as possible to spread. Finance, communication and administration have become
more complicated in an ever-changing situation with all staff going above and beyond to rise to the challenge of keeping KEGS
operating smoothly for the benefit of its students.
Of course it is those in the Senior Leadership Team, led by Mr Carter, who have had the major responsibility for the successful
organisation of the school and the provision of excellent learning resources, interesting opportunities and pastoral care for all
students throughout this academic year. With preparations to be made and the tracking of contacts of those infected, this has
meant that most have not had a break from school for at least 18 months and while we are all grateful for email, Zoom and
Teams conversations, I know that everyone needs the chance to be refreshed in the real rather than the virtual world. I am sure
that you will join me in expressing gratitude for their dedication and unstinting efforts to make KEGS the happy, safe, caring,
challenging, learning community that you have chosen for your sons and daughters.
On behalf of the Governors I would like to wish staff, students and parents a relaxing summer holiday in which we can all enjoy
and appreciate the beginning of a return to normal life while staying safe.

Captains’ Blog
SHYAAM BALASEGARAM, BEN BISHOP & LIBBY SIMMONS, SCHOOL CAPTAINS

A

s we reach the end of the final term of this academic year, heartfelt
congratulations are in order for all students, staff and parents for
making the most of this unprecedented year. Despite online learning,
altered timetables and masks, the KEGS community sought to maintain its
levels of academic excellence and extra-curricular life while keeping the
safety of the students and teachers its main priority.
The work of our Equalities Committee has played a key role in promoting
school values throughout this term, with student-led assemblies, PSHE
lessons and presentations reinforcing and exploring topics including rights
and equality.
This term, the extra-curricular side of KEGS has been reinvigorated: the
Night at the Musicals allowed drama and music students to showcase their
talents, visits from MPs and civil servants and geography trips gave sixth
form students fascinating and interactive insights into their subjects beyond the classroom, and for the physicists, the cosmic ray
detector is up and running after many years of absence. Inter-house rounders saw the field entertain year group tournaments, and
KEGS was victorious in a recent cricket match with the Old Chelmsfordians.
In addition, future KEGS students and parents have been welcomed through the gates, with in-person presentations to Year 5
parents, assisted by our brilliant team of prefects and tours for prospective Year 12s, led by staff members.
With all this in mind, we’d like to wish farewell and good luck to all outgoing Year 11 and 13s, and a very happy summer holiday to
all.
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Political guest speakers for Y12
PRAJWAL PANDEY, YEAR 12

R

ecently, Year 12 Politics students had the pleasure of being
visited by two guest speakers. The first guest speaker was
Vicky Ford, who is the MP for Chelmsford and the Parliamentary
Under Secretary of State for Children and Families (Children’s
Minister). We were given a detailed insight into Mrs Ford’s day-today responsibilities, ranging from how she oversees local
constituency matters to the process that she has to go through to
get funding from the treasury for initiatives that she wishes to
undertake as Childrens Minister. Following this intriguing
description of her job, the floor was opened up to eager Year 12
politics students, who asked questions ranging from the Free School
Meals controversy to plastic pollution to Mrs Ford’s involvement in
local infrastructure projects. It was very interesting for us all to see
how she responded to these difficult questions.
The second guest speaker was former KEGS student Charlie
Aldridge, who has worked in numerous positions in the civil service
and currently works in the Department for Transport. Charlie first
outlined his career path, and how he found out about the civil
service’s Fast Stream graduate programme. Then, Charlie gave us an
insight into his job, and detailed fascinating stories about his times
being in meetings with high-ranking politicians. A highlight of
Charlie’s talk was when he told us about his time preparing former
Prime Minister Theresa May’s responses for Prime Minister’s
Questions.
Both of these speakers provided us politics students with an
invaluable understanding of the practical applications of the topics
that we learn about. We would like to thank Vicky Ford and Charlie
Aldridge for coming in to speak to us and we would also like to thank the politics department for organising these talks.

Geography Field Trips return
LUCY FRYER, 2ND I/C GEOGRAPHY

K

EGS Geography students have finally made it back into the field (well, the High Street!) to undertake some fieldwork at the
end of this term. Y10 have had a day in Chelmsford exploring the differences between the pedestrianised High Street and
Moulsham Street whilst Y12 have also visited Chelmsford and explored further afield with a trip to Southwold. A wide range of
fieldwork techniques have been trialled, from mood mapping to beach gradients to geo-located surveys.
Photos: Year 12 on Southwold beach, Year10 in Chelmsford
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Queens Theatre performance for our Y12 actors
KIM GARNISH, DIRECTOR OF DRAMA

Mrs Garnish and the Y12 drama group bumped into an old friend, Mr French, at the Queens Theatre!

O

n Saturday 19 June our Year 12 A Level Drama and Theatre students performed their version of “A Series of Public
Apologies” by John Donnelly at The Queen’s Theatre in Hornchurch. The performance was part of the 2021 National
Theatre Connections Festival where schools and youth theatre groups come together to celebrate theatre for young people.
Each play is written specifically for the festival.
The cast had to rehearse remotely over lockdown and managed to juggle line learning, revision and rehearsals for the A Level
Drama practical exams whilst in production for this play!! I have been very impressed with their commitment to this project and
it has been a pleasure to work with them.
Our students gave a stellar performance, showing a comprehensive grasp of comic timing and fantastic ensemble skills, in their
funny, energetic and absurdist performance.
It was wonderful to be a part of the first live performances which have taken place after the COVID pandemic was announced
and the theatre world went dark. I hope this is the start of many more live performances by our talented students.

CCF News

T

he Corps of Drums held
their usual Year 7
recruitment event recently
which included a
demonstration from the
Corps during form time
(pictured left).
We were also pleased to
take part in the Armed
Forces Fly the Flag Day, a
celebration giving thanks to
all our Armed Forces
personnel past and present.
Pictured right is Matthew
Wadey of Year 13 outside
County Hall.
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Duke of Edinburgh Award News
LUCY FRYER, KEGS DUKE OF EDINBURGH AWARD CO-ORDINATOR

I

t’s been two years
since I was able to
write such a report, but I
am delighted to say that
we have finally
undertaken some DofE
expeditions this summer!
It has involved significant
effort from a whole team
from DofE leaders, site
team, admin team, senior
leaders, students and
parents. We are lucky to
have an incredibly
experienced team of DofE leaders who are able to pass on a wealth of
experience to our students.
Both Y11 and Y10 have been out for their Bronze expeditions as current Y11
missed them due to lockdown in 2020. All overnight camping has to be on
school grounds so we are very much benefitting from the excellent location of
Bedford Fields which has provided a range of walking routes. With no
outdoor teaching since November 2019, most of the skills have been taught
within the practice weekend which made it even more full on than usual but
we were grateful for good weather both times (although a bit too hot for
Y11!).
A month later we had another two weekends of expeditions for the assessed
ones, where the students were able to show off how much they have learnt in
the process. They’ve had to deal with very different weather from the
practice expeditions but coped very well, keeping morale high. Y10 were very
grateful to staff who had managed to rig up a projector and screen to watch
the Euros quarter finals, and Y11 were able to get back in time for the finals!
When evaluating their expedition experience, many students words such as
‘independence’ and ‘resilience’ as their positives.
As it has been so long since our last report, we have also missed
congratulating a number of our older students who have successfully
completed their Gold awards, so well done to the following students (current
and past!): Toluwalase Odukokya, Dillon Sandhu, Roshan Thomas, Allegra Deverell-White, Rohan Gopinath, Thomas
Yardley, Umar Shifas, Maria Sadek, Joanna Rimmington, Matthew Wadey, and Joshua Harman.
Photos from top: Y11 planning the final, Y10 cooking, Y10 walking on final, Playing Kubb on the Y11 final
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Sports Report
ATHLETICS
Essex Schools County
Championships
There were two fantastic performance
at the Essex Schools Athletics County
Championships. Huge congratulations
to Archie Durham (Year 9) (left photo)
who ran a superb personal best
(4:22.74) to become Essex Champion in
the Junior Boys 1500m. Well done also
to Edward Hughes (Year 8) (pictured
right) who also ran a PB (12.39) to win a
Silver medal in the Junior Boys Hurdles
– an excellent effort when considered
that Edward has another year left in this
age group.
CESSSA Athletics Championships
Well done to all athletes who competed
in the CESSSA Championships on
Tuesday 22nd June. Special mention to
the following who won their events
Archie Durham -1500m (Y9)
Edward Hughes – Hurdles (Y8)
Joshua Saiki – Triple Jump (Y8)
Dominic Glover – Shot (Y7)
Dominic has also been selected to represent Mid Essex in the year 7 Essex Championships finishing in a fantastic 4 th place.

TABLE TENNIS UPDATE
Thirty-two students entered the Year 8
Table Tennis competitions in June and
the final rounds were played on 8 July.
Open Competition:
1st Jishaant Shah 8B
2nd Dion Fernandes 8C
3rd Affan Hadi 8A
4th Darshan Anand 8A
(Picture left to right: Jishaant S, Dion F,
Affan H and Dashan A)
Subsidiary Competition
1st Joseph Sidwell 8C
2nd Ashav Singh 8A
Well done to all our finalists and
winners
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The World Outside KEGS
UMAIR & PRAJWAL ARE HIGHLY COMMENDED IN
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS ESSAY
COMPETITION
Many congratulations to Umair Asghar and Prajwal Pandey, both
of Year 12, who have been highly commended in the prestigious
Durham University Economics Society Essay Competition.
Umair’s essay assessed whether continued technological
innovation and the emergence of the digital economy will benefit
developing countries while Prajwal’s evaluated the effectiveness
of a wealth tax in reducing inequality. Both students were placed
in the top 20 entries for the competition, which attracted over
800 submissions from from 35 countries, and the essays were
judged by economics professors at the university. This is a
superb achievement and well done to you both!

DYLAN IS
TAEKWONDO
BLACK BELT
Many congratulations to
Dylan Robins in Year 8
who has been awarded his
black belt in taekwondo.
Dylan started started
training with his club when
he was just 5 years old, and
has shown huge dedication
since then even carrying on
with 4 zoom classes a
week in lockdown. Very
well done!

100K CHALLENGE SUCCESS FOR JIM PERRY
Huge congratulations to Catering Manager & Cookery/DT teacher Jim Perry who took on
his biggest and most difficult ultra marathon yet when he completed the scenic Peak
District 100K Challenge on 3 July in aid of Breast Cancer Now. The first half of the
challenge saw Jim battling the steep off-road terrain in torrential rain and thunderstorms
and although the sun came out during the second half, this then created very hot and
humid conditions, none of which are ideal for running. But despite this difficult
environment, Jim’s months of training paid off and he completed the mega course in 15
hours and 22 seconds, smashing his target of under 18 hours.
Speaking after the event he said it was the
hardest thing that he had ever done, but
was spurred on by raising more money
for this important cause. Jim lost his mum
Beryl and sister Sharon to breast cancer
and, together with his family, has been
fundraising in their memory for over 10
years. They have now raised an
astonishing £120,000 and if you would like
to support the charity’s vital work please use the link below. Every £25 raised
pays for an hour of research, and Breast Cancer Now believe that by 2050
everyone who develops this deadly disease will survive.
Virgin Money Giving | Jim Perry Peak District 100k BreastCancerNow
STAFF COMPLETE THE SAFFRON TRAIL
In October 2020, a number of KEGS staff and friends set out on a challenge to complete the Saffron Trail in stages. This long
distance (71 miles) path runs from Southend to Saffron Walden, a route devised by Essex Ramblers to provide a north-south
route through the county. With a lockdown occurring again part way through the challenge, the finishing of the journey was
delayed until May but we did eventually manage it before the DofE expedition season started again (many of the team are
involved in DofE too!). Along the way we had a full range of ages amongst a dozen people. Different people did different
sections though a small number did manage the whole route. Taking the time to go out walking has been very beneficial for
wellbeing through such a challenging time and we have enjoyed hearing about others getting out for walks too…we do have a
beautiful county to explore. Images: Hadleigh Castle, group near Hockley, St Mary’s church at Saffron Walden. Lucy Fryer
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Staff Farewells
Thank you to all of these staff members, who left at different times throughout this school year, for their contribution to KEGS. Our best
wishes to them all for the future …
Barbara Basso-Bert
Science Technician Barbara Basso-Bert arrived at KEGS in November 2012 and her role in organising the practical elements of
lessons, firstly for the physics department, and more recently for KS3 science lessons, made her a key member of the
department. Barbara is also a talented photographer whose pictures have been displayed in public exhibitions, and recently she
helped to raise funds for the Mogonjet School in Kenya by selling framed montages of her work. Barbara is leaving at the end of
the summer term to relocate to Devon where she has been appointed to a science technician role in a further education college.
She leaves with our very best wishes.
Rae Davis
Rae Davis joined KEGS as a Cover Supervisor in April 2012. She had worked as a lecturer and supply teacher previously so
brought a lot of experience to the role. Rae covered lessons across the whole school, and every year group, and was liked and
respected by staff and students alike. She left in April 2021 and we wish her all the very best for the future.
Emily Davey
Emily Davey came to KEGS as a supply teacher during the Autumn term of 2020. We had had a series of teachers to cover Ms
Nicoll’s maternity leave, each of whom, for a range of reasons had not been able to stay. Emily however did establish herself in
the school, at a time when this was not without challenges (quite a lot of Art lessons were having to take place in ordinary
classrooms as we worked with “Covid bubble” restrictions). We are very grateful that she has gone on to see out the whole of
the rest of the academic year at KEGS and we give our best wishes to her for the future and hope that we will continue to stay
in touch.
David Hall
David Hall joined KEGS in September 2006 to begin a second career as a Physics teacher, having previously worked in industry at
Alcatel Submarine Networks and at Marconi. Within a short time he had risen to being Head of Department, a position which
he took up in September 2009. Under his leadership, Physics has continued to be a popular choice at A level with the
department also continuing with a strong emphasis on practical as well as theoretical work. An annual (until Covid) visit to
CERN in Switzerland has also been a popular component of David’s tenure as Head of Department. Amongst the many
memories of students who have been on this trip, surely Mr Hall performing on the alpine horn will feature strongly – besides
being an extremely strong scientist, David is an accomplished musician who has given his support as a performer to many school
concerts and productions over the years. He has now decided to retire and we wish him a long and happy retirement and hope
that we will still continue to see him.
Ceri Hill
Ceri Hill first came to KEGS in January 2015 to cover a maternity leave and spent twelve months on the staff, establishing an
excellent reputation in the classroom as well as being a very well-liked colleague. When a permanent post came up for
September 2017, we were delighted that Ceri applied and equally delighted to appoint her to the position. Within a year she had
been promoted to become the KS3 Science Coordinator and she has been particularly active in promoting Science to younger
pupils as well as getting involved with helping in other areas of school life. She has been looking at opportunities to move back to
Wales and it is no great surprise that she has been successful in being offered a job at Whitchurch High School in Cardiff. We
wish her every success for the future and hope that we will continue to stay in touch.
Joe Lambert
Learning Support Assistant Joe Lambert was appointed as a Cover Supervisor/LSA in October 2018 before becoming a dedicated
LSA in September 2019. Joe’s friendly and approachable style made him a very well-liked member of the Pupil Support Unit
team, and he will be missed by all, especially the students with whom he developed a great rapport. Joe, with other members of
the Pupil Support Unit, were in school throughout the various lockdowns in order to allow key worker and vulnerable children
to come into school - an opportunity which was appreciated by students and parents equally. Joe leaves at the end of the
summer term to start his teacher training and leaves with our very best wishes.
Nancy Nicoll
Nancy Nicoll joined KEGS as Head of Art in September 2014, having previously worked at St Bonaventure’s School in Forest
Gate, London. A charismatic and popular classroom practitioner, Nancy continued the strong KEGS tradition in Art, combining
this with a range of trips and visits for students to open their eyes to the wider world of creative arts. Nancy’s tenure of Head
of Department also coincided with the opening of the new Art Department building which has given a significant boost to
facilities and opportunities in the subject. Nancy has now decided to spend more time with her young children. We do however
hope very much to keep in touch – and maybe at some point in the future we will see her again in the classroom at KEGS.
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Staff Farewells
Claire Pearce
Claire Pearce joined KEGS as a newly qualified Biology teacher in September 2018, having studied at the University of York.
She quickly established herself within the department and the school and became a popular figure amongst both students and
staff. For personal reasons she sought a move to London and given her strong qualifications and ability as a teacher it was not
surprising that she was offered a job at the Godolphin & Latymer School in West London for January 2021. We wish her well
for the future and hope that we will stay in touch and that we may see her at KEGS from time to time.
Joanne Small
Kitchen Assistant Joanne Small arrived in the KEGS canteen in October where she was a valuable and popular member of the
catering team. She left KEGS in February 2021 to spend more time with her young family. We wish her all the very best.
Roz Truman
Roz Truman joined KEGS in September 2014 as Sixth Form Administrator. Roz was a key figure in the Darwin Centre, where
she kept the sixth form running smoothly and took a main role in organising sixth form events as well as supervising the study
centre. She left in May 2021 and goes with our very best wishes.
Craig Wright
Craig Wright was a very long-standing member of the KEGS community, having attended the school himself, and then
returning as Assistant Network Manager in 2007 after university and several years working in IT in organisations across Essex.
Craig was quickly promoted to the ICT Network Manager in April 2008, where he set about the wholesale update of all of the
school’s ICT systems and championed the setting up KEGS’s official school email system. During his time at KEGS Craig
oversaw an enormous expansion to the KEGS IT network, from more computers and internet access in classrooms, additional
computer suites and the roll out of digital devices to staff. And all undertaken alongside the day to day running and
maintenance of the network. Craig left KEGS in November 2020 for a new challenge in an ICT specialist company in London
and we wish him all the very best in his new role.
Julie Vaughan
Julie Vaughan joined KEGS in January 2007 as the Admissions Co-ordinator where she oversaw the organisation of the 11+
exam and all aspects of the admissions and appeals process, and her friendly and highly organised style was perfect for this role.
Each Christmas she played a main part in organising the KEGS Carol Service, an event enjoyed by many cohorts of students
and one of the big school traditions of the year. In October 2018 she decided to step down from this role and was appointed
to the position of a part-time Receptionist, where she was an excellent ambassador as the first point of contact for our
numerous visitors and callers. In April 2021, with the impending return of her son and his family to Essex, she left KEGS to be
able to spend time with her new grandson as well making time for her allotment and garden. Julie will be missed and leaves
with our very best wishes.
Katie Weiner
Katie Weiner returned to KEGS in the role of Admissions & Appeals Co-ordinator in September 2018. She had previously
been the sixth form administrator before leaving the UK for Dubai in 2014 where she relocated with her family. Katie’s key
responsibilities were running the 11+ exam and managing the admissions and appeals process, a role that she undertook in a
highly professional manner. Katie left KEGS in November 2020 to relocate again, this time to Wiltshire, where she was
looking forward to the impending birth of her first grandchild. We wish her all the very best for her new life in the country.

